Time calibrated trees are challenging to estimate for many extinct groups of species due to the 16 incompleteness of the rock and fossil records. Additionally, the precise age of a sample is typically 17 not known as it may have occurred at any time during the time interval spanned by the rock layer. 18 1 Bayesian phylogenetic approaches provide a coherent framework for incorporating multiple sources 19 of evidence and uncertainty. In this study, we simulate datasets with characteristics typical of 20 Palaeozoic marine invertebrates, in terms of character and taxon sampling. We use these datasets 21 to examine the impact of different age handling methods on estimated topologies and divergence 22 times obtained using the fossilized birth-death process. Our results reiterate the importance of 23 modeling fossil age uncertainty, although we find that the overall impact of fossil age uncertainty 24 depends on both fossil taxon sampling and character sampling. When character sampling is low, 25 different approaches to handling fossil age uncertainty make little to no difference in the accuracy 26 and precision of the results. However, when character sampling is high, sampling the fossil ages 27 as part of the inference gives topology and divergence times estimates that are as good as those 28 obtained by fixing ages to the truth, whereas fixing fossil ages to incorrect values results in higher 29 error and lower coverage. Modeling fossil age uncertainty is thus critical, as fixing incorrect fossil 30 ages will negate the benefits of improved fossil and character sampling.
: Parameters values for low and high fossil sampling settings.
Figure 1: Representation of the age uncertainty simulation process, reproduced from Barido-Sottani et al. (2019a) . Phylogenies with fossils are simulated according to a birth-death-fossilization process. The correct age of each fossil is used to draw an age interval for that fossil from the set obtained from PBDB. This age interval is then used as the basis for the median and random age assignment. A symmetric age interval is also drawn from the correct age.
Simulation of morphological data 137
Binary characters were simulated for each fossil using the function sim.char from the R package 138 geiger (Pennell et al., 2014) . A strict clock model was used and the rate of character state change 139 was set to 0.033/Myr, based on the rate obtained by Wright (2017a) . For both fossil sampling 140 settings, character matrices of length 30, 300 and 3 000 were simulated. ). We extended this package to be able to use a tree with no extant samples. This extension 145 made no changes to the FBD model or to the likelihood function, and was done simply to allow for 146 sampling fossil ages on a fully extinct tree. This package was used to perform Bayesian phyloge-147 netic inference on the simulated datasets. The fossil ages were handled using five different methods, 148 detailed here and illustrated in Figure 1 . 149 • Correct ages : the fossil ages are fixed to the true ages as simulated.
150
• Interval ages : the fossil ages are not fixed, but are sampled along with the other parameters 151 within the simulated age range.
152
• Median ages : the fossil ages are fixed to the midpoint of their simulated age range.
153
• Random ages : the fossil ages are fixed to an age sampled uniformly at random inside of their 154 simulated age range.
155
• Symmetric interval ages : the fossil ages are not fixed, but are sampled along with the other 156 parameters. Each fossil age is sampled within a symmetric interval around the true age of and MCMC diagnostics were assessed using identical guidelines as those described above. 174 Assessing inference results 175 To assess the accuracy of inferred divergence times and FBD model parameters we measured the 176 relative error of the median posterior estimates, where the relative error was defined as the difference 177 between the true value and the estimated value, divided by the true value. The relative error was 178 averaged over all replicates. We also calculated the coverage, i.e the proportion of analyses in which 179 the true parameter value was included in the 95% highest posterior density (HPD) interval.
180
To assess the accuracy of inferred topologies we calculated the mean normalized Robinson-181 Foulds (RF) distance (Robinson and Foulds, 1981) between simulated trees and tree samples from 182 the posterior distribution. The RF distance only depends on the topology of the trees. The 183 normalized RF distance between two trees with n tips is computed by dividing the RF distance 184 between these trees by the maximum possible RF distance between two trees with n tips, thus 185 scaling the distances between 0 and 1. 
Results
Impact of the clock rate prior 5). In particular, we obtained high accuracy (i.e. high coverage and low relative error) when the 234 fossil ages were fixed to the correct ages or sampled from within the known interval of uncertainty 235 as part of the MCMC, irrespective of fossil or character sampling. In contrast, we obtained low 236 accuracy when the ages were fixed to incorrect (median or random) ages, but the extent to which 237 the results were worse depended on both fossil and character sampling. In the case of fixed incorrect 238 ages, increased fossil and character sampling decreased the accuracy of divergence time estimates.
clock rate parameter showed the same trends for coverage (i.e. higher fossil and character sampling 241 lead to lower coverage with median or random fossil ages), but a different trend was recovered for 242 relative error (see Figure 5 ). Specifically, when fossil and character sampling were low, relative 243 error was higher when fossil ages were co-estimated compared to when the ages were fixed to either 244 the correct or incorrect ages. However, coverage was consistently lower with incorrect fossil ages.
245
The accuracy of inferred trees follow a pattern which is similar overall to the divergence times 246 estimates, across fossil age handling approaches and fossil sampling settings. However, character 247 sampling had a large impact on the magnitude of the differences observed under different age 248 handling and fossil sampling scenarios ( Figure 7) . In particular, when character sampling was low 249 (n = 30) the inferred trees were relatively far from the true tree, as measured by RF distance, 250 irrespective of fossil age handling approach or fossil sampling parameters. Overall, higher character 251 and fossil sampling both led to increased accuracy (i.e. lower RF distances) across all scenarios,
252
with the best estimates obtained when both character and fossil sampling were high (Figure 7 ).
253
The positive effects of increased fossil or character sampling were also greater when fossil ages were 254 fixed to the truth or co-estimated, while estimates obtained when fossil ages were fixed to median 255 or random ages remained inaccurate even with high sampling. When fossil and character sampling 256 were both high, using the correct fossil ages or estimating the ages performed much better than 257 using incorrect fossil ages. Low sampling -no effect of age handling method on parameter and age estimates -FBD outperforms unconstrained inference on RF distance -higher error and/or lower coverage on parameter and age estimates with incorrect ages compared to estimated ages -FBD outperforms unconstrained inference on RF distance
High sampling -higher error and/or lower coverage on parameter and age estimates with incorrect ages compared to estimated ages -FBD with estimated ages outperforms unconstrained inference on RF distance -unconstrained inference outperforms FBD with incorrect ages on RF distance -much higher error and/or lower coverage on parameter and age estimates with incorrect ages compared to estimated ages -FBD with estimated ages outperforms unconstrained inference on RF distance -unconstrained inference outperforms FBD with incorrect ages on RF distance Table 2 : Impact of fossil and character sampling on the estimates obtained using the FBD model with different age handling methods versus unconstrained (i.e. non-clock) inference.
were both high the results obtained using both constrained and unconstrained analyses converged 269 on the true tree, provided fossil ages were fixed to correct ages or co-estimated.
270
The results are summarized in The Maximum Clade Credibility (MCC) trees obtained with interval ages, median ages, random 277 ages or unconstrained analysis using our empirical brachiopod dataset are shown in Figure 8 . The 278 parameter estimates obtained under different age handling methods are shown in Figure S2 . All
279
OTUs belonging to the same species were constrained to be monophyletic. However, the posterior 280 support for these nodes may be lower than 1.0, as TreeAnnotator considers the clade (A1(A2)),
281
where A1 is a sampled ancestor of A2, to be different from the clade (A1,A2) and thus counts them 282 separately when calculating their support.
283
The MCC trees obtained with the three methods for handling fossil ages are all almost identical 284 in terms of their topology, with the exception of the placement of Floweria arctostriata in the 285 random ages tree, and the node support is consistent across all three analyses. The median root 286 ages are slightly different, with the median root age for the interval ages analysis the youngest, but 287 only by a few million years (Figures 8 and S2 ). The MCC for the unconstrained analysis supports Figure 8 : Brachiopod MCC trees obtained using the FBD analysis with interval ages, median ages and random ages, and unconstrained analysis. Posterior support is shown for each node for all trees. Error bars on the FBD trees show the 95% HPD interval for the age of each node, as well as the age of each fossil in the tree with interval ages.
Discussion

293
The FBD model can be used to estimate time calibrated trees under a range of scenarios. Our goal 294 was to examine the impact of stratigraphic age uncertainty in FBD model analyses for datasets 295 that are characteristic of fully extinct clades, such as Paleozoic marine invertebrate groups. Our 296 survey of empirical data confirms that taxonomic groups from this time period typically have a 297 small number of both taxa and phylogenetic characters. The age uncertainty associated with fossil 298 samples from this time period is also relatively high (12 Myr on average). Our results demonstrate 299 the importance of incorporating stratigraphic age uncertainty into phylogenetic dating analyses on 300 these datasets, rather than the popular practice of fixing fossil ages to a value from within the 301 known interval of uncertainty, e.g. using the mean or a random value (Figures 2,3 ,5,6).
302
Our results build on the findings of our previous work, where we showed that fixing fossil ages 303 to incorrect values can lead to inaccurate estimates of divergence times under the FBD model when 304 using topological constraints to place the fossils (Barido-Sottani et al., 2019a) . In this previous 305 study, we focused on a scenario where the aim was to estimate divergence times among extant 306 species using molecular data. No character data was available for fossil samples but it was assumed 307 that strong prior information was available to constrain the topology. Here, we assumed that the 308 phylogenetic position of fossil samples was unknown and used morphological data to co-estimate 309 topology along with divergence times. The results of our simulations show that in addition to 310 recovering inaccurate divergences times, mishandling fossil age uncertainty can also result in the 311 wrong tree (Figures 4,7) . 312 We did not examine the impact of non-uniform fossil recovery, though this is known to decrease 313 performance of the FBD model if unaccounted for (Heath et al., 2014; O'Reilly and Donoghue, 314 2019; Luo et al., 2019) . Overall, our simulated datasets were designed to represent a best-case 315 scenario for a fully extinct Paleozoic clade. We anticipate that additional, unaccounted-for model 316 violations, such as non-uniform fossil recovery, would increase the errors in topology and divergence 317 times estimates reported in this study.
318
Similarly, we did not examine the impact of morphological model violations such as rate het-319 erogeneity among characters or the effects of non-uniform missing character data. A recent study suggested that even large deviations from the true model may have limited impact on divergence 321 times estimates using total-evidence dating under the uniform tree model (Klopfstein et al., 2019) .
322
However, none of their simulation scenarios excluded molecular data and thus these findings may 323 not be applicable to fully extinct clades. That said, the overall number of phylogenetic characters 324 may be more of a concern for extinct clades, given the large degree of uncertainty associated with 325 small matrices.
326
Small character matrices can be due to low taxon sampling, low character sampling, or both.
327
The effect of both has been examined in previous studies. For example, simulations focused on 328 unconstrained (i.e. non time calibrated) Bayesian inference have shown that small morphological 329 matrices (e.g. 100 characters or less) will result in highly uncertain trees (Puttick et al., 2017; 330 O'Reilly and Donoghue, 2017). Taxon sampling is also important for phylogenetic accuracy in 331 unconstrained tree inference (Heath et al., 2008) . Several simulation studies have demonstrated the and topology, including a scenario that used morphological data only. Similar to our findings, 336 their results show that increasing both the number of fossil samples and morphological characters 337 leads to better estimates of time and topology, in terms of accuracy and precision. They also 338 compared the use of fixed versus co-estimated fossil ages, where the age of fossils were fixed to the 339 truth or ages were estimated from within the known interval of uncertainty. They found no strong 340 differences in the estimated node ages when co-estimating fossil ages, which is coherent with our 341 simulation scenarios, in which we observe very little difference in accuracy when comparing true 342 versus co-estimated fossil ages.
343
Our simulations also show that the inclusion of fossil age information can improve the inferred 344 topology regardless of the size of the matrix, if fossil age uncertainty is handled appropriately 345 (Figures 4,7) . On the other hand, excluding age information is preferable to using incorrect fossil 346 ages even when using large morphological matrices. Thus, stratigraphic age uncertainty must be taken into account in order to fully benefit from the inclusion of fossil sampling times in the analysis.
348
Assuming that fossil age uncertainty is handled appropriately, our results indicate that the 349 priority for improving topology and divergence times should be to increase matrix size. However, 350 some clades are naturally small or rare. For these clades, even with complete taxon sampling, 351 the size of the dataset will remain small. The best course of action then may be to increase the 352 taxonomic scope of the study and to sample more broadly. In the case of fossil clades, small numbers 353 of characters may reflect the paucity of morphological trait data available from some groups whose 354 record is characterized by exoskeletal or shell elements exhibiting minimal morphological variation.
355
However, small matrix size might also reflect the historical circumstances in which these data 356 were generated: many matrices surveyed (Appendix S1) were constructed for parsimony analysis 357 where the focus was on the selection of phylogenetically informative characters and not necessarily 358 intended to represent an exhaustive survey of the preserved variation. Moreover, some workers 359 report they excluded a subset of characters from consideration because of a priori concerns about 360 homoplasy (Guensburg and Sprinkle, 2003) , and therefore only sample characters they considered 361 relevant or taxonomically significant. In this regard, it is conceivable that many published matrices 362 may be expanded by a resurvey of the taxa of interest.
363
In addition, continuous trait data could provide an additional source of morphological infor-364 mation to complement matrices of discrete characters. Models of continuous trait evolution can 365 be used to infer topology (Parins-Fukuchi, 2017) and divergence times (Alvarez-Carretero et al., 366 2019). Continuous data has also been shown to capture higher phylogenetic signal compared to 367 discrete characters and can result in more accurate trees (Parins-Fukuchi, 2018) . It is worth noting 368 that >30% of the characters in our empirical example using brachiopods are continuous characters 369 broken down into discrete states. If the process of discretization results in a loss of phylogenetic 370 information, then tree inference and divergence time estimation could potentially be improved by 371 modelling discrete and continuous characters separately. 372 We note that previous simulations examining the performance of both unconstrained or time 373 calibrated Bayesian phylogenetic inference tend to use a minimum of 100 characters, which is 374 > 3 times the size of datasets available for many fossil invertebrate groups. Matrices of only 375 20-30 characters, which are widely used in the literature, may contain too much uncertainty for 376 other methodological choices to matter. Thus, we must be realistic about the degree of uncertainty 377 expected when the number of phylogenetic characters sampled is low. All approaches to constructing 378 summary trees are problematic when there is a lot of uncertainty in the posterior and all summary 379 trees should be interpreted with caution (O'Reilly and Donoghue, 2017) . In conclusion, we show 380 that as more phylogenetically informative data become available, fixing the fossil ages to incorrect 381 values can lead to important errors. Sampling fossil ages as part of the inference recovers estimates 382 similar to those obtained when fixing the ages to the correct values. Consequently, we recommend 383 incorporating stratigraphic age uncertainty when conducting analyses using the FBD process.
384
Data availability 385
The extended SA package is available on GitHub https://github.com/CompEvol/sampled-ancestors 386 and via the BEAST2 package manager. The R scripts used to simulate and analyse the data, as 387 well as the XML files used to run BEAST2, will be made available on GitHub. 
